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Abstract
In this study, a new approach to the implementation of optical imaging of luminescent
nanoparticles in a biological medium using artificial neural networks is proposed. The studies were
carried out using new synthesized nanocomposites - nanometer graphene oxides (nGO), covered
by the poly(ethylene imine)–poly(ethylene glycol) copolymer and by the folic acid (FA) covalently
coupled to the copolymer (nGO+Cop+FA). We present an example of a successful solution of the
problem of monitoring the removal of nanocomposites based on nGO and their components with
urine using luminescence spectroscopy and artificial neural networks.

Keywords carbon nanocomposite, drug carrier, fluorescent spectroscopy, artificial neural
networks, inverse problems
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Abbreviations

ANN

artificial neural network

Cop

copolymer

DLS

dynamic light scattering

FA

folic acid

FRα

alpha receptors for folic acid

MLP

multilayer perceptron

MTX

methotrexate

nGO

nano-graphene oxide

PEG

polyethylene glycol

PEI

polyethyleneimine

TEM

transmission electron microscopy
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Background
According to the International Agency for Research on Cancer GLOBOCAN, in 2012 cancer was
diagnosed in 14.1 million people worldwide and the number of deaths from cancer was 8.2
million1. The reasons for such high mortality rate are late cancer diagnostics2, not so high
efficiency of widespread cancer drugs due to their low solubility and poor penetration into tumor
cells3. The problem of strict dosing of drugs and their distribution in order to eliminate negative
side effects in biological tissues has not been solved yet3. In case of aggressive tumors therapy, the
aspect of targeted delivery of highly toxic oncological drugs acquires special significance. All
these challenges make it necessary to create fundamentally new agents, mostly based on
nanomaterials that can be used simultaneously both for diseases’ diagnosis and treatment. Such
agents should perform the following functions in the body: 1) to ensure the identification of
diseased tissues according to the change of its properties; 2) to capture the drug reliably and carry
out its targeted delivery, preventing the drug from getting into healthy tissues; 3) to ensure control
of the localization of drugs in the body at the cellular level and the elimination of the carriers that
fulfilled their function.
The concept of application of such so-called theranostic nanoagents implies the possibility of
tracking the distribution of drugs in the body, the movement of nanoparticles and their removal.
Therefore, one of the main tasks of nanomedicine is the development of sensitive methods for the
visualization of theranostic nanoagents in biological tissues.
Nowadays a number of methods for nanoparticles visualization have been developed. These
include various types of tomography4, gamma scintigraphy5,6, magnetic resonance imaging4,5,7,
optical imaging5,8. The presence of ionizing radiation, low sensitivity to the number of inserted
markers and high cost are essential disadvantages of tomography and gamma scintigraphy8.
Optical imaging is a highly sensitive and relatively cheap technique. Currently, optical imaging is
one of the most common techniques in medical imaging.
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Optical visualization of theranostic agents is based on the use of optical properties of the
nanoparticle constructs, primarily luminescent ones. Therefore, special attention is paid to the
development of drug carriers that have intense and stable luminescent properties or constructs
possessing these properties. In this case, the carriers and the drugs attached to them will
simultaneously perform as luminescent imaging probes and drug carriers. Obviously, these
theranostic nanoagents must be biocompatible and non-toxic.
Modern theranostic agents represent multilayer nanocomposites9-17, consisting of a drug-carrier
nanoparticle with intense luminescence and coated with synthetic (polyethylene glycol (PEG)11,
polyethyleneimine (PEI)12, copolymer PEG-PEI15) or a biological polymer (proteins13,
polysaccharides14), mesoporous silica15, sodium alginate17, etc., on which the drug is loaded or
encapsulated via different means. Fluorescent proteins18, semiconductor quantum dots19, metal
nanoclusters20, carbon nanomaterials21 are currently used as luminescent imaging probes and drug
carriers.
To date a large set of nanoparticles possessing intense and stable luminescence that are
biocompatible and non-toxic to varying degrees have been developed, which provides ample
opportunities to use them as luminescent imaging probes and drug carriers. The optimal method
of biovisualization of such particles is their recognition by the luminescence spectra22. However,
background fluorescence, or autofluorescence, caused by the fluorescence of intrinsic fluorophores
of biological tissues, is a major problem in the implementation of optical imaging. The spectrum
of autofluorescence is in the range from 250 nm to 700 nm and is the result of superposition of
fluorescence bands of a large number of such tissue fluorophores as tryptophan, phenylalanine,
tyrosine, collagen, beta-carotene, etc.23. Unfortunately, the luminescence bands of almost all
nanoparticles mentioned above overlap with the autofluorescence band, which makes it very
difficult to observe them in vivo. Therefore, it is very important to develop a method for separating
the luminescent signal of nanoparticles from the background of the autofluorescence of biological
tissues and to control its changes to ensure the tracking of the probes.
5
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There are two methods for controlling autofluorescence. The first method involves the creation of
new imaging probes, whose luminescence band weakly overlaps with the autofluorescnece. The
second one involves the development of experimental methods that make it possible to reduce the
background of fluorescence. So, at the present time, organic dyes8, gold nanoclusters20 emitting in
the near infrared range are being actively developed. However, new dyes are still insoluble in
water, have low quantum yield and low photostability24. Due to the quantum-size effect it was
possible to obtain semiconductor quantum dots emitting in the range from UV to IR regions of the
spectrum

25

. Nevertheless, the problem of semiconductor quantum dots toxicity remains

unsolved20. Other studies are actively performed to synthesize nanodiamonds doped with silicon:
they have a narrow band of fluorescence with a maximum near 738 nm26. Thus, despite significant
progress in the synthesis of new nanoparticles for biological applications, the problem of
optimizing their properties for reliable visualization, for obtaining the maximum therapeutic
follow-up and safety is far from being solved today.
From the technical point of view, optical microscopy is the basis of most optical imaging methods
for imaging agents: laser scanning confocal microscopy27, multiphoton microscopy28, timeresolved microscopy29, photoacoustic imaging with a high resolution30.
As mentioned above, when developing theranostic nanoagents attention should also be paid to
controlling the excretion of nanoparticles from the body. For this purpose, medical research uses
various methods for estimating the amount of extracted nanoparticles, such as radioactive
labeling31, direct neutron irradiation32, etc. For instance, flow cytometers measure the fluorescence
intensity and determine the number of fluorescently-marked objects passing through the analyzed
volume in the liquid flow33. All these methods are quite effective, but they require expensive
equipment.
Together with the technical capabilities, the methods of processing image information are also
actively developing. In the studies by van de Linde et al.34, structured illumination microscopy
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allowed obtaining a resolution of 50 nm. At present, three-dimensional methods of tracking single
particles in biological tissue are actively developing35-38.
Nowadays, methods involving artificial neural networks (ANN) are actively developing39. ANNs
represent powerful data analysis algorithms that provide effective solutions of inverse and pattern
recognition problems in optical spectroscopy39-46, in many fields of biology and medicine40.
Currently the solution of problems such as classification of proteins, detachment of fragments of
the genome, recognition of signal peptides, etc.41 with ANN is very promising. The authors in
ref.42 proposed a method for the diagnosis of breast cancer, in which ANN solved the problem of
distinguishing healthy cell cultures and cancer cells by their spectra of autofluorescence. Authors
in ref.47 try to predict drug-carrier size on the basis of molecular weight of the carrier and the
weight ratio of the carrier and the drug using probabilistic ANNs. Authors of the study48 predict
the level of cytotoxicity of the nanocomposite by its size. In ref.49 genetic variation was determined
from the mass spectra of biological tissues with gold nanoparticles injected into them using ANNs.
In this study we propose a new approach to solving the problem of monitoring of the removal of
luminescent nanocomposites based on carbon dots and their components with urine using ANNs.
Despite the extremely wide application of machine learning methods in biomedicine, we do not
possess any information about any studies, where these methods were applied for optical imaging
of nanoparticles in a medium of biological origin. Earlier we demonstrated the fundamental
possibility of optical visualization of carbon nanoparticles in biological tissues using neural
network algorithms. The problem of identification and determination of the concentration of
fluorescent nanodiamond imaging probes against chicken protein50 and urine51 using ANN was
successfully solved. In this study, the possibility of optical visualization of carbon nanoparticles is
confirmed, and a complex multi-parametric problem of optical imaging of nanoparticles in a
biological medium is solved: with help of neural network methods it is determined which
nanoparticles – the nanocomposite itself and/or its components – and in what quantities, these are
present in human urine.
7
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Methods
Graphene oxide nanoparticles (nGO) are products of the chemical reactions of intercalation,
delamination and oxidation of 400 nm nanographite plates (Nanostructured&Amorphous
Materials Inc., Houston, TX) in a 3:1 mixture of sulfuric and nitric acids52. After evaporation of
the acids from the supernatant (at 350°C), the nGO pellet was washed and dispersed in deionized
water.
mPEG (molecular weight 5000), PEI (molecular weight 25000), hexamethylene diisocyanate (>
99%), folic acid ligands (FA,> 99%) from Sigma Aldrich were used for the synthesis of the
copolymer with folic acid. During the process of conjugation of the copolymer (Cop) and FA,
polyethylene glycol maleimide (malPEG-OH, molar mass PEG 5 K), prepared according to
JENKEM technology, was used as the initial reagent. During the synthesis of nanocomposites,
organic solvents, anhydrous chloroform and diethyl ether were used from Riedel-de Haën and
J.T.Baker, respectively, and Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ). The synthesis of the copolymer and the
process of coating of the nGO copolymer are described in detail in15.
Characterization of nGO, nGO+Cop and nGO+Cop+FA nanocomposites in HEPES buffer (25
mM, pH = 7.2) was carried out: their sizes and zeta potentials were measured; luminescent
properties of aqueous suspensions of nGO, nGO+Cop and nGO+Cop+FA, biocompatibility and
non-toxicity of nanomaterials were tested.
Measurements of nanocomposite sizes in aqueous suspensions using dynamic light scattering
(DLS) were carried out on a correlator-goniometric system ALV-CGS-5000/6010 (Langen,
Germany) equipped with a He-Ne laser (wavelength 632.8 nm, power 20 mW).
The zeta potentials were measured on a Malvern Zetasizer instrument (Model Nano ZS, Malvern,
Worcestershire, UK).
Luminescence signal and Raman scattering of the nanoparticle suspensions were excited by a
diode laser (wavelength 405 nm, power 50 mW). As a recording system, the Thorlabs CCS200
8
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spectrometer was used. Practical resolution was 2 nm. The thermal stabilization system allows to
control the sample temperature with an accuracy of 0.2°C. The spectra were normalized to the
power of laser radiation and to the spectrum accumulation time.
The absorption spectra of the samples were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 25
spectrophotometer.
Fluorescence quantum yields of nanoparticles in aqueous suspensions were calculated by the
formula:

,
where S2 and S1 are the areas under the fluorescence curves of the investigated and reference
substances, D2 and D1 are the values of the optical absorption coefficient of the investigated and
reference substances at the excitation wavelength, φ2 and φ1 are the fluorescence quantum yields
of the investigated and reference substances. As a standard, a solution of the Rhodamine 6G in
ethanol (concentration 10-6 M) was used, the quantum yield of which is equal to 0.95 according to
the data of53.
The visualization of nGO+Cop+FA nanocomposites (10 μg/mL) in HeLa cancer cells was carried
out using a fluorescent confocal microscope (TCS SP 5, Leica Microsystems, Germany, Ex. 488
nm).
Since the removal of nanocomposites from the body occurs through the urinary system, human
urine was selected as a biological medium from three different donors aged 18 to 25 years.
Artificial neural networks
ANN is a class of mathematical methods that have demonstrated high efficiency in solving
problems of data mining – approximation, prediction, estimation, classification and pattern
recognition etc.54.

9
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The simplest node of the network, called the neuron, has several inputs and one output. The neuron
sums the input values of xj, each with its own weight wj, and then transforms the result with a
nonlinear activation function F.

Neurons, differing from each other only by weight coefficients, are combined into blocks forming
ANN layers54. An ANN is determined by the topology of the connection and the characteristics of
the neurons, as well as by the learning algorithm. The most common topology, called the
multilayer perceptron (MLP), was used in this study. In the MLP, the output of each neuron of the
preceding layer is connected to the input of each neuron of the next layer (Fig.1).

Figure 1. A multilayer perceptron

The first layer of an MLP is called the input layer; the number of neurons in it is equal to the
number of input features (here, spectrum channels) describing one pattern. Neurons of the input
layer just distribute the input signal to all the neurons of the next layer. The last layer of an MLP
is called the output layer; the number of neurons in it is the same as the number of parameters
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simultaneously determined in the given problem. The layers between the input and output layers
are called hidden layers.
The application of ANN for solving inverse problems of optical spectroscopy is possible using
several approaches44. The present study was conducted within the “experiment-based” approach,
because there is no adequate analytical or numeric model describing the fluorescence intensity in
each spectral channel as a function of the determined parameters (concentrations of different
nanoparticles). In this approach, ANN is trained on experimental data. The disadvantage of this
approach is that obtaining a large enough amount of experimental material is expensive and time
consuming. The main advantage is that training ANN directly on the experimental data takes into
account all molecular interactions and real experimental noise, thus increasing the accuracy of the
solution of inverse problems.
The first stage of using ANN is its training on the known data patterns (training set). Training
consists in changing the network weights in such a way that the error at the output of the network
decreases. The most common algorithm for training the perceptron is the error back propagation
algorithm54. One training event consists of sending a signal to the network inputs, obtaining output
values, comparing them with the expected result in order to calculate the error, and sending the
error back to the network to adjust the weight coefficients. Initially, the weights are initialized by
random values.
The validation set is created in such a way that its patterns do not intersect with the patterns of the
training set. It is used for periodic validation of the network during the training process in order to
determine the moment of termination of the training and to prevent network overtraining. The
network training is terminated when the average network error on the validation set does not
decrease during a given number of training events.
To estimate the errors of the parameters determined in the problem being solved on independent
data, an examination set is used. All the results presented below are those obtained on the
examination set.
11
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The quality of the neural network solution significantly depends on the input dimension of the
problem. Not all input features are equally informative, and neural network architecture with a
large number of input features has a very large number of weight coefficients. In this case,
decreasing the number of input features can lead to an improvement in the neural net
approximation. In this case, essential input features should be selected in an objective manner,
rather than manually. In this paper, several algorithms were used to select the significant input
features.

Results
Synthesized nGO was coated with PEG-PEI copolymers conjugated to FA by methods developed
by the authors in ref.15,55 (Fig.2). As a result, nGO+Cop+FA nanocomposites were obtained.
Owing to the copolymer, the resulting nanoparticles are highly dispersible, biocompatible and able
to carry molecular agents (FA) on their surfaces15.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of synthesized nanocomposites and their components.

Folic acid was chosen as ligand for the nanocomposites due to the following reason. FA is
necessary for growth of new cells, including oncological ones56. Therefore, tumors of certain types
12
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of cancer have the expression of the membrane protein - alpha receptors for folic acid (FRα). FRα
has high affinity for folic acid (folate). As a result, the tumor "actively" takes free FA from the
body, which is used for the tumor growth56. In this regard, FA is a commonly used “generic”
targeting ligand used for cancer therapy. Therefore, FA ligands were attached to the surface of the
nanocomposites to introduce generic cancer cell affinity.
FA also has a structural relative, methotrexate (MTX) that is an antimetabolite of antifolate type
and commonly used as chemotherapy agent, which is taken up by the same receptors as folate.
Owing to this property, MTX can be simultaneously exploited as targeting ligand and anticancer
drug when conjugated to the surface of nanoparticles. Since the conjugation protocol is exactly the
same, FA in our present nanoparticle system could be flexibly interchanged to MTX should the
drug effect be desired to be exploited as well. A range of other drug compounds could also be
attached to the polymeric surface coating utilizing the same coupling chemistry, which prevents
the drug from being metabolized or released during delivery; along with separate targeting ligands
if desired.
The results of DLS measurement of sizes of all samples and the values of their zeta-potentials in
HEPES buffer are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Hydrodynamic radius and ζ-potential of nanocomposites and their components in
HEPES buffer (25 mM, pH = 7.2) at the concentration of 1 g/L.
Sample
nGO
nGO+Сop
nGO+Сop+FA

Size, nm
114±2
34±2
28±1

ζ-potential, mV
-22.5±0.3
13.7±0.3
-4.6±0.6

As follows from Table 1, dispersibility of nGO coated with copolymer and FA substantially
increases. This is confirmed by the results obtained using transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
(Fig.3). The sizes of individual nGO+Cop and nGO+Cop+FA particles, determined from the TEM
13
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images after evaporation of the suspension, were about 10 nm. Therefore, coating of nGOs with
copolymer and FA significantly reduces their aggregation probability, which is observed in their
initial suspension at the concentration of 1 g/L.

Figure 3. TEM image of nGO+Cop+FA.

To compare fluorescent properties of the initial nGOs and their nanocomposites, the fluorescence
and Raman spectra of aqueous suspensions of nGO, nGO+Cop and nGO+Cop+FA were obtained
at the concentration of 0.01 g/L (Fig.4). A narrow band with a maximum at 470 nm is the stretching
band of water molecules, and a wide band from 410 to 700 nm is the fluorescence spectrum of the
nanoparticles. The stretching band remains unchanged for all suspensions; therefore it is an
internal benchmark in the study of fluorescence.

14
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Figure 4. Fluorescence spectra of aqueous suspensions of nGO, nGO+Cop and nGO+Cop+FA at
the concentration of 0.01 g/L. The spectra are normalized to the maximum intensity of the water
Raman stretching band.

As can be seen from Fig.4, the maximum of fluorescence is shifted to the long-wavelength region
as the initial nGO is covered with copolymer and FA (Table 2). The parameter F0 was used for
quantitative characterization of the fluorescence intensities of the samples. F0 is the ratio of the
integral intensity of fluorescence to the integral intensity of water Raman stretching band57 (Fig.4).
The values of the measured quantum yields and fluorescence parameters F0 of all samples in water
are shown in Table 2.

15
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Table 2. Characterization of fluorescence properties of aqueous suspensions of nGO and
its composites (the concentration is 0.01 g/L).
Parameter

GO

nGO+Cop

nGO+Cop+FA

Maximum of the fluorescence band, nm

92

497

502

F0

15.8

16.1

17.0

Quantum yield of fluorescence, %

4.8

6.2

7.1

Comparative analysis of measured quantum yields and F0 parameters shows that the coating of
nGO with copolymer and FA does not cause fluorescence quenching of nanoparticles in water,
but, on the contrary, slightly increases its intensity.
Evaluation and analysis of the biocompatibility of each of the nGO, nGO+Cop and nGO+Cop+FA
samples against HeLa cancer cells showed that the viability of cells from the control group
(without incubated nanocomposites) and cells with incubated nanoparticles was the same for all
cells15. It was demonstrated that nGO and their nanocomposites at concentrations of 1 μg/mL, 10
μg/mL and 100 μg/mL are safe for cells15.
The possibility of visualization of nGO nanocomposites in HeLa cells using confocal fluorescence
microscopy was demonstrated. Cancer cells were grown in a cell media containing nGO+Cop+FA
for 7 hours. Bright fluorescence of the nanocomposites in the cells was detected with confocal
microscopy (Ex. 488 nm) (Fig.5). It was found that nanoparticles are evenly distributed even inside
daughter cells after cell division, provide visualization of cells for about a week, and FA ligands
on the surface of nanocomposites increase the affinity to cancer cells15.
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Figure 5. Visualization of HeLa cells incubated with nanocomposites nGO+Cop+FA at
concentration of 10 μg/mL.

Thus, characterization of nGO, nGO+Cop and nGO+Cop+FA, carried out earlier15 and at the
present stage, show that coating of nGO with copolymer and FA substantially increases
dispersibility of nGO, slightly enhances the fluorescence properties of nanocomposites in
comparison with initial nGO, provides a good biocompatibility of nanoparticles and reliable
visualization of them in cells in vitro. This means that the new nGO-synthesized nanocomposites,
as well as the original nGO, are promising medical nanoagents for theranostics.

Application of ANN to the solution of the problem of controlling the excretion of nanocomposites
and their components from the body with urine
The task of controlling the removal of nGO+Cop+FA and their components from the organism
with urine by the fluorescence spectra was solved on model samples. The urine diluted 10 times
was mixed with nGO+Cop+FA and its components in known quantities and various combinations,
their fluorescence spectra were recorded and analyzed, and then neural network technologies were
used. In this study, the problem of determining the presence of a certain particles in urine and also
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the problem of determining the concentration of detected nanoparticles in urine, were solved
simultaneously using ANN, within the “experiment-based” approach.
Preliminary studies of the integrity of nGO+Cop+FA nanocomposites in suspensions with a
change in pH from 5 to 8 showed that nGO+Cop+FA, nGO+Cop, and FA components are present
in the suspensions. Therefore, a three-parameter inverse problem was solved to determine the
presence and concentration of the most probable particles - nGO+Cop+FA, nGO+Cop and FA in
urine. Of course, as a result of unloading and full assimilation of FA, it may be not present in urine.
However, in this study, we demonstrate the principle possibility of determining its presence in
urine in case of FA excess in the body.
Suspensions of nanoparticles with all possible 8 combinations of classes {nGO+Cop+FA},
{nGO+Cop}, {FA}, {nGO+Cop+FA, nGO+Cop}, {nGO+Cop+FA, FA}, {nGO+Cop, FA},
{nGO+Cop+FA, nGO+Cop, FA}, {urine without nanoparticles} were prepared in urine from three
donors in the range of concentrations of each component from 0 to 2.15 mg/L.
Fluorescence spectra of all prepared samples were recorded with laser spectrometer (Ex. 405-nm)
in the range 400-800 nm. Each spectrum contained 1785 channels. 1461 fluorescence spectra were
obtained. The spectra are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.S1-S4. The bands with maxima at 470 nm are
the Raman stretching bands of OH groups. Wide bands with maxima in the region of 520 nm are
spectra of the superposition of urine fluorescence and fluorescence of nanoparticles.

Figure 6. Fluorescence spectra of (a) urine, nGO+Cop+FA with various concentrations in urine;
(b) urine, nGO+Cop+FA and their components with concentration of 2.15 mg/L in urine; (c) two-
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component suspensions of nanoparticles in urine with the following concentrations: 1.8 mg/L of
{nGO+Cop, nGO+Cop+FA}; 2.15 mg/L of {nGO+Cop, FA}, 1.45 mg/L of {nGO+Cop+FA, FA}.

Processing of the obtained spectra consisted in subtraction of the pedestal, which appears due to
elastic light scattering, normalization to the spectral sensitivity of the device, and normalization of
the spectra by the area of stretching vibrations of OH groups of urine.
The whole obtained array of data was divided into training, validation, and examination sets
according to the ratio of 70:20:10, respectively. Thus, in the training set there were 991 patterns
(spectra), in the validation set - 300 patterns, in the examination set - 168 patterns.
First, ANNs were trained on the full set of features (1785 channels). The following architectures
of MLP were used: with one hidden layer - N01 (with 8, 16, 32 and 64 neurons in the hidden
layer), with two hidden layers - N02 (with (8+4), (16+8), (32+16), (64+32) neurons in the hidden
layers). The results of their application were averaged over 5 identical neural networks to reduce
the influence of the initial weight coefficients values.
All ANN architectures had 3 outputs. The first output corresponded to the class nGO+Cop+FA,
the second output – to nGO+Cop, the third output – to FA.
The results obtained using all the ANN architectures are presented in Table S1. Two-layer
perceptron with 8 and 4 neurons in the hidden layers (N02(8+4)) provided the best mean absolute
error of determining the concentration of nanoparticles on the examination set: 0.29 mg/L for
nGO+Cop+FA, 0.44 mg/L for nGO+Cop, 0.47 mg/L for FA. This is 13.5% for nGO+Cop+FA,
20.5% for nGO+Cop, 21.9% for FA from the maximum content of nanoparticles in urine.
In order to reduce the input dimensionality of the problem and possible overtraining of the neural
network, 4 alternative procedures for selection of significant input features were carried out: by
cross-correlation and by cross-entropy between the values in each spectral channel and the values
of each output, by standard deviation of the values in each spectral channel, and by neural network
weight analysis. The procedures are described in Ref.58 and in Supplementary material.
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For comparison of the efficiency of the methods of selection, using of each of them, the sets with
about 500, about 1000 and about 1500 significant input features were formed.
The results of determining the concentrations of nanocomposites and their components in urine,
obtained with (N02(8+4)) on the examination sets with selected input features, are presented in
Table S2. The best result was obtained with the indicated ANN architecture on a set with 1000
significant input features that were selected by calculating the standard deviation (Fig.7).

Figure 7. Mean absolute errors of determination of nGO+Cop+FA, nGO+Cop, FA in urine,
obtained with (N02(8+4)) on the examination set with 1000 input features selected by various
methods.

Thus, the mean absolute error of determination of nanoparticles concentration on the examination
set was 0.26 mg/L for nGO+Cop+FA, 0.41 mg/L for nGO+Cop, 0.45 mg/L for FA. This is 12.1%
for nGO+Cop+FA, 19.1% for nGO+Cop, 20.9% for FA relative to the maximum content of
nanoparticles in urine.
Comparative analysis of the obtained mean absolute errors of determination of the nanoparticles
concentration in urine during training on the full set of features and on the dataset with only
20
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selected features showed that the selection procedure allowed us to increase the accuracy of the
concentration determination by 7%.
It should be noted that the obtained accuracy of determining the concentration of deduced
nanoparticles is given for the maximum content of nanoparticles in urine 2.15 mg/L. In practice,
this content may be much more. For example, the authors of21 created graphene oxide (GO)-based,
sodium alginate functionalized colon-targeting drug delivery system, that is loaded with 5fluorouracil as the anti-cancer drug and showed that this nanocomposite significantly inhibited
tumor growth of mice. In these studies, in the blood of mice the nanocomposite suspension was
injected from calculation of 3 mg per kg of body weight. If these values are extrapolated to the
circulatory system of a person weighing 70 kg (approximately 5 L of blood), then we obtain the
maximum content of nanocomposites in the blood 42 mg/L.

Discussion
The obtained results of the ANN application to the problem of controlling the excretion of
nanocomposites and their components from the organism with urine showed the wide possibilities
of neural network methods. Several approaches can be distinguished even to the specific problem
stated in this study:
1. If it is necessary to perform a quick estimation of the possibilities to determine the
concentrations of all classes of nanoparticles in urine, it is advisable to use one ANN architecture
that demonstrates the best result, averaged over all classes of substances. Improving the results is
possible by selecting significant input features. This approach was implemented in this study.
2. In case it is necessary to determine the concentrations of all classes of nanoparticles in
urine with very high accuracy, then, in order to identify each class of particles, one should use a
certain single-output ANN architecture, “individual” for this class, –and apply a certain procedure
for selecting significant input features. The time spent on obtaining the result will be proportional
to the number of classes of substances in the investigated solution.
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3. Increase in the number of experimental spectra may allow increasing the number of
hidden layers and/or neurons in the hidden layers. In its turn, this may improve the results – reduce
further the errors of determination of concentrations of nanocomposites and their components.
Thus, in this study a new approach to the implementation of optical imaging of luminescent
nanoparticles in a biological medium using artificial neural networks is proposed. It has been
demonstrated that simultaneous detection of nGO+Cop+FA, nGO+Cop, FA fluorescence against
the background of the autofluorescence of human urine with a sufficiently low detection threshold
of concentration not exceeding 12.1% for the nanocomposite nGO+Cop+FA, 19.1% for
nGO+Cop, 20.9% for FA from the maximum content of nanoparticles is possible with the help of
ANNs.
It is necessary to note the following advantages and prospects of the proposed method of
visualization of nanoparticles in biological tissues.
In our case of using fluorescence spectroscopy, obtaining a set of experimental data requires fairly
simple and cheap equipment. Obviously, one can work with skin, blood, urine, near-surface vessels
in this way. It is not yet possible to obtain a fluorescent signal from the deep layers of the biological
system, but only from the slices. Nevertheless, the developed method can be applied to excite
signals, for example, using X-ray sources, in case it is possible to excite and receive a signal from
the depth of the biosystem.
The fact that training of neural networks takes into account all possible interactions of
nanoparticles with biomacromolecules is an important advantage of using ANN. Of course, here
working with specific nanoparticles and a specific biological object is meant. For another
biosystem and other nanoparticles, ANN training should be repeated anew on the appropriate
experimental datasets. In this study, three-parameter inverse problem of fluorescence spectroscopy
was solved, using ANN: three classes of nanoparticles were identified. Similarly, problems with a
larger number of parameters, nanoparticle classes, can be solved.
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Thus, the example of a successful solution of the problem of monitoring the removal of
nanocomposites based on nGO and their components with urine using ANN demonstrated the
possibility of solving complex multi-parameter inverse problems of imaging luminescent
nanoparticles in biological tissues. This approach can be used for detection and quantitative
evaluation of the content of several different luminescent nanoparticles in blood, various organs,
in the cells.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. A multilayer perceptron
Figure 2. Schematic representation of synthesized nanocomposites and their components.
Figure 3. TEM image of nGO+Cop+FA.
Figure 4. Fluorescence spectra of aqueous suspensions of nGO, nGO+Cop and nGO+Cop+FA at
the concentration of 0.01 g/L. The spectra are normalized to the maximum intensity of the water
Raman stretching band.
Figure 5. Visualization of HeLa cells incubated with nanocomposites nGO+Cop+FA at
concentration of 10 μg/mL
Figure 6. Fluorescence spectra of (a) urine, nGO+Cop+FA with various concentrations in urine;
(b) urine, nGO+Cop+FA and their components with concentration of 2.15 mg/L in urine; (c) twocomponent suspensions of nanoparticles in urine with the following concentrations: 1.8 mg/L of
{nGO+Cop, nGO+Cop+FA}; 2.15 mg/L of {nGO+Cop, FA}, 1.45 mg/L of {nGO+Cop+FA, FA}.
Figure 7. Mean absolute errors of determination of nGO+Cop+FA, nGO+Cop, FA in urine,
obtained with (N02(8+4)) on the examination set with 1000 input features selected by various
methods.
Table 1. Hydrodynamic radius and ζ-potential of nanocomposites and their components in
HEPES buffer (25 mM, pH = 7.2) at the concentration of 1 g/L.
Table 2. Characterization of fluorescence properties of aqueous suspensions of nGO and its
composites (the concentration is 0.01 g/L).
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